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”mooni was born in Höllviken, a small and lively town located on the sand 
dunes in the very south of Sweden. It is known as a summer paradise because 
of its long sand beaches and warm, endless summer days.

Winters are not as forgiving with a sun that sets early and rises late. During 
these never-ending winter nights you can see welcoming lights appear in the 
windows and gardens of local residents.

This pearl of a town inspired the team behind mooni to develop a range of 
products based on the Scandinavian design tradition that combines form, 
function and playfulness. 

Drawing on the teams vast experience in areas ranging from design, marketing 
and sales, to engineering, production and logistics; we have created a modern 
and lean structure based on respect and taking responsibility.

We are passionate and we love what we do. We work hard together and we 
enjoy life together with our friends and family all around the world.”

Staffan Bern, President and Founder
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aBout uS

“mooni is a Scandinavian brand that supplies 
affordable high quality lighting and speakers 
with a unique playful design. Our products have 
been recognized and rewarded for its distinctive 
design. Most designs are ’original mooni’ and 
design patented. mooni’s design philosophy 
incorporates the spirit of Scandinavian design 
tradition, which emphasizes simplicity and 
functionality.”

mooni is a Scandinavian design-driven brand that supplies great 
products delivering both functional and decorative LED lighting 
and speakers. The products consume little or no electricity. We 
have been able to succeed with this by combining design and 
innovation in a smart yet powerful way.

Our product range covers indoor and outdoor environments. If 
you are looking to decorate your garden, set the right lighting at 
a dinner party or if you want a lightweight portable speaker; you 
will surely find something to fit your needs within this catalogue.

Get inspired, create, have fun and enjoy mooni products in any 
environment.

Check it out at: www.mooni.com

The mooni Team

DESIGNER:
KATRIN BARRIE-LARSEN



TECHNOLOGY

neW: WireFree outdoorWireFree indoor

No screws, no tools and no visible wires. Wirefree is a mooni 
patented technology which can transfer 5 watts of power 
through any kind of non-metallic material. It is possible to 
charge the product up to a distance of 10 cm. However, up 
to 5 cm is recommended for optimal performance.

It is extremely easy to install and this great technology 
helps you get rid of all your visible ugly cables. Place the 
wirefree plate underneath your table, inside a drawer or 
behind a cabinet and connect the plate to a plug.

It works great for powering direct light or charging your 
speakers and lanterns. 

mooni has also created a wirefree plate, cable and 
plug that has been certified for outdoor use. You can 
now enjoy  your outdoor lights without visible cables. 

To install your wirefree light you can dig the wirefree 
plate into the ground and form a network of up to four 
plates plates to charge your outdoor mooni products. 
This means you don’t have to charge your products 
inside your house or disrupt your garden with visible 
cables.  
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neW: qi ChargingneW: reMoteS

TECHNOLOGY

QI charging has since this summer become the stan-
dard for charging portable devices such as smartpho-
nes, tablets and other electronic products. 

A mooni outdoor wirefree plate can easily be fitted 
with a QI transmitter which can power all your devi-
ces that are prepared for this charging method, all 
completely wireless. Just place your phone or device 
on the plate and it will start to charge immediate-
ly. Note that this charging requires direct contact 
between the plate and the device.

Many of mooni’s products have several settings, such 
as brightness, different colors and programmed light 
displays. We have designed and developed our new 
patented remotes to be slim and functional, all in 
accordance with Scandinavian design tradition. 

The remotes can be paired with all Bluetooth spea-
kers and many of our lanterns and are included with 
all products that require a remote control.
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PS

CATALOGUE GUIDE

Orange symbols describe the different power sources 
available for the product.

Patented wirefree charging through 5 cm of any 
non-metallic material. Designed for outdoor use. 
All products with this symbol has an IP 65 certified 
charging plate.

Wirefree induction charging. This requires direct 
contact with the product.

The product can be charged by a solar panel. Make 
sure to direct the panel towards the sun as much as 
possible. Normal daylight is enough to fully charge 
battery.

Charge a battery or power product directly through 
a DC plug-in. Also available to power directly via AC 
using, for example, a E27 socket.

Charge the product using a USB-cable. 

Patented wirefree charging through 5 cm of any non-
metallic material. Designed for indoor use.

3

Wirefree QI charging for mobile devices. This 
symbol means that you can complement your 
outdoor wirefree plate with a QI transmitter.



IP

65

68

45

The IP level describes how water- and dust proof 
the product is.

The product can be fully imersed in water and 
completely protected against dust infiltration.

Protected against low pressure water jets and 
infiltration of dust.

Protected against low pressure water jets.

15h

Shows minimum usage time of fully charged 
product.

8h
Usage time of fully charged battery. This icon 
displays usage time for speakers.

Usage time of fully charged battery. This icon 
displays usage time for lanterns.

F

M

Grey symbols describe the special
features of the product.

Remote for controlling lanterns. Light controls include 
brightness, power on/off and light mode (see below). 
Included in products that require remote.

Remote for speaker products. Controls include sound 
level, switching songs, bluetooth on/off as well as light 
controls. Included in products that require remote.

The mooni product can charge an external device via 
a USB-cable.

The product has different light modes: fade, strobe, 
smooth and flash.

The product can change color.

The product is bluetooth compatible.
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Bouqet lantern

Bouqet is a waterproof  vase which colors your flowers 

in a natural way thanks to the soft LED light built into 

the base. Whether its placed inside on a windowsill or 

outside in a garden it provides a beautiful complement 

to its surroundings.

NEW PRODUCTS

PS

M

F IP

8h68
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NEW PRODUCTS

Cooler lantern

Our newly designed Cooler lantern is a waterproof  

bucket with a LED light build into the base. It is equally 

at home in a Las Vegas night club, in your living room bar 

or beside the dinner table. 

PS

M

F IP

8h68
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NEW PRODUCTS

TakeMe speaker is a portable lantern and music player, 

great for creating the perfect mood. Connect via Bluetooth 

to play music or set the light with the included mooni 

remote. The handle, made from rubber, provides a good 

and stylish grip and makes it easy to bring with you.

takeMe Speaker

PS

M

15h

F IP

45

11

8h





NEW PRODUCTS

The Ovo speaker is a portable lantern with an integrated 

Bluetooth loudspeaker which is easy to carry and bring 

wherever you go. The pleasant shape and elegant contrast 

between the soft light and the wooden handle makes the 

Ovo great for all kinds of  get-togethers.  

ovo Speaker

PS

M

F IP

45 15h

13

8h





ovo Mini lantern

Ovo mini is the little sister of  Ovo with similar design but 

smaller in size. Create a cozy mood with a simple click 

on the mooni remote which of  course is included.

NEW PRODUCTS

PS

M

15h

F IP

68

238 mm

392 mm
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Siliphane is our newly developed and patented technique, 

which can capture any photograph and print on a lantern. 

It captures the depth of  the image in a remarkable 

way. It will truly surprise your guests when you light up 

Siliphane.

NEW PRODUCTS

Siliphane

PS

M

8h

F IP

45
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Wally Square is a wall installed light designed for indoor 

and outdoor use. Its slim design and warm light creates 

an elegant atmosphere that welcomes you home. 

Wally Square

NEW PRODUCTS

PS

8h

IP

45
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Wally Round is a wall installed light designed for indoor 

and outdoor use. Its slim design and warm light creates 

an elegant atmosphere that welcomes you home. 

Wally round

NEW PRODUCTS

PS

8h

IP

45
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The Cube Speaker is the perfect choice to stream your 

favorite music. The lantern gives a pleasing and warming 

light. All you need to create the perfect mood.

BEST SELLERS

CuBe Speaker

PS

M

15h

F IP

68

23

8h



The Takeme Solar is for those 

who prefer to not recharge 

the lantern before using 

it. It has been fitted with a 

highly efficient solar panel 

which also makes it more 

environmentally friendly.

takeMe reCharge takeMe Solar

The Takeme design is one 

of  our most appreciated 

products. The rechargeable 

lantern can easily be carried 

with you and will light your 

path wherever you take it.

BEST SELLERS BEST SELLERS

65 15h

IP

M

PS F

65 8h

IP

M

PS F
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CuBe lantern

Designed for both indoor and outdoor use, the Cube 

Lantern arrives in 8 different sizes. It provides a warm 

and pleasant light, wherever it is placed.

BEST SELLERS

25

PS

M

15h

F IP

68



Fullmoon is designed for both indoor and outdoor use. 

Whether you choose the smallest or the largest model, 

this simple and elegant design will fill your garden with 

the soothing light of  the moon.

FullMoon

BEST SELLERS
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PS

M

15h

F IP

68



BEST SELLERS

ra

Minimalistic and slim, Ra is a Scandinavian design, 

created for any environment. It is perfect as a guiding 

light along pathways or as a decorative light placed 

among garden flowers. The lamp casts a sun-like pattern 

on the ground which is why it is named after the Egyptian 

sun god.

PS

6h

IP

45
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BEST SELLERS

Spark is perfectly placed in an outdoor environment. Let 

Spark light up your garden in a sophisticated and vibrant 

way.

Spark

PS

6h

IP

45
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CornetS Standing

Similar to the Cornets hanging lantern, the Cornet 

standing is influenced by the Scandinavian tradition of  

making cornets filled with sweets. The Cornet standing 

comes to its best placed outdoor among flowers or as a 

guiding light along pathways in gardens.

BEST SELLERS

PS

45 6h

IP

QUARTER2 IN 1SNAIL
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BEST SELLERS

CornetS hanging

The Cornets hanging is an elegantly designed lantern 

with a history in the Scandinavian tradition. Filled with 

sweets, cornets were mainly designed for decorating 

Christmas trees. mooni has substituted the sweets with 

a soft LED light.

PS

8h

IP

45

QUARTER2 IN 1SNAIL
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BEST SELLERS

egg lantern

Shaped as an egg, the Egg lantern gives an appealing 

light. It comes in different sizes that can be placed either 

indoor or outdoor.

31

PS

M

15h

F IP

68



Stone

The Stone gives a natural and warm light, suitable in all 

environments, as a street lamp in your garden or as a 

beautiful interior decoration.

BEST SELLERS

32

220 mm

300 mm

PS

M

8h

F IP

68180 mm 220 mm

320 mm

280 mm

400 mm

320 mm

400 mm

260 mm



MuShrooM lantern

Shaped as a Porcini mushroom, the Mushroom reflects 

light in a very unique way. Place the lantern wherever you 

desire and it will adapt beautifully.

BEST SELLERS

33

PS

M

15h

F IP

68



turner Wave glaSS

The Turner Wave Glass creates a cozy atmosphere both 

indoor and outdoor. Turned upside-down, the table 

lantern can be easily charged by a solar panel.

BEST SELLERS

PS

8h

IP

45

34

99 mm

95 mm



BEST SELLERS

taBle lantern

The Table lantern is one of  mooni’s most appreciated 

products.  Easily placed as a good looking interior light 

or involved in a decorative table setting.

35

PS

M

15h

F IP

68



Bar

With our modular bar you can build a perfect lounge 

environment in any size you like. There are two corner 

modules and one central module. Simply add more 

central modules to make it longer. Light up the bar with 

the included remote and set it to your choice of  color or 

have it flash to music.

BEST SELLERS

36

83 x 83 x 112 cm 90 x 72 x 112 cm 83 x 83 x 112 cm

256 x 83 x 112 cm

PS

M

8h

F IP

65
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39

283 mm

286 mm

MyluMi

HANDLE LANTERNS

The Mylumi lantern is a small 

portable lantern with a playful 

design. It is charged via the 

solar panel on the top. It can 

easily be used as a table lamp 

or brought along with you.

45

IPPS

6h

Square

HANDLE LANTERNS

The Square lantern was 

developed as a lightweight, 

portable lamp with a highly 

efficient solar panel. It can easily 

be brought along for evening 

picnics or placed as you wish in 

the garden.

45

IPPS

8h

150 mm

228 mm



ChoChin

Inspired by the Asian traditional paper lamp, the Chochin 

gives an appealing illumination. The lantern is easy to 

bring to any place thanks to its small size and practical 

design. Available in 6 different colors.

HANDLE LANTERNS

PS

6h

IP

45
IVORY WHITEYELLOW

BLUE MAGENTA BLACK

RED

40



relax potlight

FURNITURE FLOWER POTS

65 15h

IP

M

PS F

65 15h

IP

M

PS F

41

Relax and Potlight were designed 

to go together. The Relax can be 

used as a chair and is designed 

for both outdoor and indoor use. 

Create an oasis in your garden 

or a lounge filled with the glow 

from these lamps.

Relax and Potlight are two 

halves of  a whole. The Potlight is 

designed to be filled with plants, 

water or whatever you desire. 

Use this pair to create your own 

unique space.



The purpose of  this design is to showcase plants in an 

unexpected way. Bloom lets the light reach the leaves 

and flowers from underneath which gives them a soft 

glow of  the color you prefer.

Diameter: 60 cm

Height: 65 cm

BlooM

FLOWER POTS

42

PS

M

8h

F IP

65



eClipSe

With numerous Eclipse lights on your wall, a beautiful 

light distribution can be achieved. Select the right mood 

with our mooni remote both inside and outside.

WALL LIGHTS

43

300 mm 200 mm

60 mm

60 mm

PS

M

15h

F IP

68



GROUND LIGHTS

lighthouSe

One of  our special designs that takes inspiration from 

the Swedish archipelago with its many lighthouses. Place 

several around your garden and get the true marine 

feeling

PS

8h

IP

45

BLUE & 
WHITE

RUSTY ANTHRACITE 
& GRAY
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Square ColuMn

The spectacular Square and Cylinder columns are ground 

lights designed for outdoor and indoor use. They can be 

placed together or separately, depending on the effect 

you wish to create. Ideal for lighting up a walkway or a 

lounge.

GROUND LIGHTS

45

250 mm

400 mm

PS

M

15h

F IP

65



GROUND LIGHTS

Cylinder ColuMn

The spectacular Square and Cylinder columns are ground 

lights designed for outdoor and indoor use. They can be 

placed together or separately, depending on the effect 

you wish to create. Ideal for lighting up a walkway or a 

lounge.

46

250 mm

450 mm

PS

M

15h

F IP

65



BOLLARD LIGHTS

aton

Aton© is designed to stand firmly on a flat, hard surface. 

At the same time it is easily moved. In order to make sure 

that Aton© stands solid on the ground, the lower part 

has been designed to be filled with either water or sand.

PS

8h

IP

45

RED PURPLE ORANGE BLACK

GREENYELLOWBLUEWHITE
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gople

Inspired by illumination from deep sea creatures, Gople 

illuminates the surroundings in a tempting way. Available 

in three different colors.

BOLLARD LIGHTS

PS

8h

IP

45
BLUE PINK GREEN
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BOLLARD LIGHTS

ray MeMorieS

BOLLARD LIGHTS

Shaped after the sting ray, it 

gives a discrete light in your 

garden or driveway. Simply 

place it where you wish and 

the solar panel will take care 

of  the rest.

This majestic lamp can be 

modified with interchangeable 

religious backdrops inside the 

cylinder. 

An extra feature is an ’elevator’ 

which fits inside the lamp. In the 

bottom of  the lamp is a hole 

where you can place the stick 

and elevate the lamp. If  not 

used it fits into the lamp without 

disturbing the light.

45

IPPS

45

IPPS

6h8h

49

372 mm

80 mm



Mr x BloWFiSh Standing

BOLLARD LIGHTS BOLLARD LIGHTS

45

IPPS

45

IPPS

Mr. X has a classic and exclusive 

appearance of  a torch, which 

suits any environment.

The lamp is not only a decorative 

light fixture in your garden but 

is a highly functional source 

of  illumination. The sides are 

shaded to give a dim light while 

the bottom is clear to ensure 

that a large area is lit up.

Blowfish has an elegant and 

playful design. The glass and 

anodized aluminum makes 

it easy to match with any 

outdoor environment. 

8h 8h

SILVER MATTE 
BLACK

50

620 mm

110 mm

670 mm

130 mm



BOLLARD LIGHTS

proBe Standing nightFloWer

BOLLARD LIGHTS

Similar to the Probe hanging, 

the Probe standing is an 

alternative to cornets. The 

lamp has a metal wire 

connected through the solar 

panel holder, making it able 

to pendulate.

As night falls and the colors of  

the day fade, the lampheads 

of  Night Flower appears as 

blossoms of  light. When 

placed along your flowerbeds 

and paths, they indicate safe 

passage through your garden.

45 8h

IPPS

45 6h

IPPS
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BOLLARD LIGHTS

Spot ShadoW tale

BOLLARD LIGHTS

Spot is a flexibile and 

adjustable lighting for 

different situations. The head 

can be tilted in different 

directions depending on what 

you with to illuminate.

The horizontal cover is like a 

screen for its surroundings. 

The effect is much like light 

behind a piece of  paper 

which catches the shadows 

of  nearby objects.

45

IPPS

45 8h

IPPS

8h

52



BOLLARD LIGHTS

true ColorS Satellite

BOLLARD LIGHTS

45 6h

IPPS

45 6h

IPPS
Like the True bollard light, 

Satellite is designed so it 

gives the impression that the 

light is floating in the air. 

Available in five different 

colors.

True Color gives the 

impression that the shape 

and the light is floating in the 

air.

True Color has an exclusive 

appearance with the colored 

glass and anodized aluminum 

tube.

REDPURPLE GREENBLUEWHITEPURPLE RED GREENBLUE

53

630 mm

200 mm

620 mm

80 mm



roManCe BloWFiSh taBle

TABLE LANTERNS TABLE LANTERNS

45 8h

IPPS

45 8h

IPPS

Romance is a modern and 

elegant tabletop light. The 

simplicity of  the design 

makes it suitable for any 

occasion.

Blowfish adapts to any 

environment with its discrete 

design. To create a cozier 

atmosphere the table lamp, 

flickers like a candle, making 

it more alive.

54

100 mm

100 mm

109 mm

128 mm



TABLE LANTERNS

turner touCh turner Wave plaStiC

TABLE LANTERNS

45 8h

IPPS

45 8h

IPPS

The Turner touch is similar to 

the Turner Wave models. With 

a touch sensor it is very easy 

to turn the lamp on and off. 

The Turner Wave Plastic 

creates a cozy atmosphere 

both indoors and outdoors. 

The solar panel is placed on 

the bottom. Simply turn it 

upside down during daytime 

to charge it up.

55

I VO RY 
WHITE

PINK SILVER

95 mm

99 mm 99 mm

95 mm



Turner is a playful indoor and outdoor table lantern 

available in 8 different colors. Unlike a traditional candle, 

the wind will never blow out this light.

turner

TABLE LANTERNS

PS

8h

IP

45
RED PURPLE

GREEN BLUE

WHITE

YELLOWORANGE

BLACK

56

100 mm

110 mm



SnoWBall Sand lantern

PRODUCTS PRODUCTS

45 6h

IPPS

A sand clock usually tells the 

time with sand. This sand 

clock tells time with light 

using its built-in timer.

Snowball is elegant and 

playful. It is designed 

as a decorative light for 

both indoor and outdoor 

environments. The Snowball 

lantern gives the impression 

that the light is floating mid-

air.

BLUEMAGENTA SILVER

57

162 mm

85 mm

100 mm

100 mm

65 8h

IPPS



HANGING LIGHTS

proBe hanging in ground

ACCENT LIGHTS

Show your house from the 

best possible way with our 

In Ground. Since you place 

them in ground level the light 

will be directed straight up 

and the light sources will be 

hidden.

The Probe is an alternative to 

cornets. The lamp has a metal 

wire connected through the 

solar panel holder, making it 

able to pendulate.

45

IPPS

45

IPPS

6h 8h

58



DISPLAY



60

Each of  our products are carefully 

packaged as seen in the images and 

are made of  cardboard with color 

printing. Theyr’re designed to be easy for 

customers to pick out and carry. 

We can also provide display stands with 

lighting which are customizable in terms 

of  size, shape of  the shelves and the 

products that fit. The display shelves can 

be plugged in to light up and showcase 

the products in a more attractive way.
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